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4.	 So far we have been asking questions that can be
answered. Now can one tell whether a crown is made of pare gold
without melting it down? Art accamts for a wheel being round?
aat is arithmetic and how does one go on to alrrebra? In each
case, there is an appropriate inane or set of iliages that, under
the stress of inquiry, result in an insight that ez-resses itself
in some formulation called the answer.

Now attention has to be directed to a quite different
case. There is the -uestion. There is the answer. But the answer
isxmamohed consists in showing the feeestion to be misconceived,
and it is grounded in on insi7ht that rrrn sns why the -uostion,
as conceived, cannot be answered.

4.1 &b.	 How big is the square root of two? Clearly, it
Is greater than one, for the square of one is one; and it is less
than two, for the squire of two is four. It would seem, then,
that it is soma imnroper fraction lying hob! between one and two.

Now an improner fraction is the quotient of some
positive inte-er divided by- some other,pcsikixaAmtsgmr smaller
positive 13,teeer. Moreover, it is always possible to reduce such
a fraction to its lowest terms by removing all common factors.
Let us sun )ose then that

= N/N

where M and N are positive inte7ers Nedliox with no common factors.
Multiplying across by N ana squering, one obtains

2N2 =
It follows that Mniust be an even narxther ands," twice,
Substituting and dividing by two, one obtains

N2
212

so that N also must be an even nuMber, which contradicts the
assumption that all common factors were eliminated. It follows
that there is noAfraction, 11/N, that is equal to the square root	 0
of two. Moreover, since any recurring decimal can be reduced to S'ach
a fraction, t here is no recurring decimal equal to the sqeare
toot of two. Howev-er, one can apply to 2 the ordinary method
for taking the square root, maci so it remains that the square
root of two will be an infinite, non-recurring decimal. Finally,
the forego:Jig argunent can be generalized and applied to any
surd. ThUs if

3N2

then 3 must be a factor of 111 so that M can be replaced by 3P,
whence it will follow that 3 must be a factor of N.

114A-09,j044Mjiti.
4.2	 eain, to raise another, similar question, HO2BM12
How many points are there in a straight line one inch long?
Clearly, the number must be very large, for a point, is position
without magnitude. But, at least, one would be inclined to say
that there are twice as many points in a straight line two inches
long as in a strait:lit line one inch long. Still, that would be
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erroneous, as appears from the following construction. Let
the straight line, PQ, be perpendicular to the straight lines,
Op OP and QR. Let OR be twice as long as P. And let OXY
be a straight line cutting PQ in X and ojR in Y.

0

Q Y R

Then, from the construction, it is clear
point, ys in 02' there is a corres onding,
in PQ. Indeed, this remains true if one
infinity in the direation of R. ITO matte
on ')R produced, there is nlways a corres
point X in PQ. Hence, th2fe are as many
strairht line as there are in two inches,
a mile, or in as many light-years as you

that for every
distinct point, :K,

produces cm to
r where Y is taken
onding and distinct
points in an itch of
Or in a foot, or in

please.

16

However, we have not met the uestion. .:(1, have
said there are as many as... 7e hive not said how many.
Accordingly, let us diF-Itineuish between the counted, the countable,
and the non-countable. A set is counted when one say it contains
N members where N is some positive integer. A set is countable
when it As can be arranged in SOMB determinate order that contains
all its members IIMM once each and only once; for then t ere
can be established a one-to-one torresnondence between the melbers
of the set and the nositive inten'ers.

Finally, a set is non-countable
when it is not possible to s establish n one-to-one correspondence
between its members and the positive inte-ers.

It is to be noted that by "countable" is not
meant the possibility of finishing the.connting. Thus, an
2 infinite series, such as

1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16,....

is countable, for all its members lie in a determinate order
and so can be placed in a one-to-one correspondence with the
positive integers. Again, an infinite sories of infinite
series of elements is countable, for all its elements can be
regarded as lying within a single determinate order. Thus,
the recinrocals of the nth powers of the prime numbers form
an infinite series of infinite seties. Their elements can
be arranged in a column of rows, thus,

VAi	 (1-116

A

and any column of rows can be counted in the following inner,

1/2 1/4 0 1/16
1/3 1/9 1/27 1/81
1/5 1/25 1/125 1/525
1/7 1/49 1/343 1/2401
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1	 2	 5	 10	 17

	'4	 3	 6	 11	 etc.

	

8	 • 7	 12

	

16	 15	 14	 13

Thus, any infinite series of infinite series can be assigned
the order of a sin7,1e infinite series. It follows that an
infinite series of i finite series of xi infinite series can
be arranged in a column of rows and so can be assirned the
order bf a single infinite series. The theorem can be repeated
indefinitely. Thus, consider the rational, proper fractions,

1/2, 1/30 2/3, 1/4, 3/4, 1/5, 2/5, 315, 4/5, 1/61.,.,

From this infinite series there can be derived an infinite
series of infinite series, for one can take, first, the square
root of the lot, then, the cube root, then square the cube
roots, then take the fourth root, then cube the fourth roots,
etc. Now, as has been shorn, thin infini;e series of infiniA
series can be arran,;ed in a sinele series. Once this is done,
one can use these now terms as powers to be cp-1 ed to the
rational proper fractions to derive a nv2 infinite s,ries of
infinite series. This can be arranged in a single series,
applied as powers to the rational proper fractions, yield a
now infinite series of i finite series, etc., etc.

From the foregoing it is clear that any infinite
set is countable, provided it is possible to essien some order
to its members. It is also clear that a non-couetable infinite
set must contain such a muttipi multitude of members in such a
manner than ordering them is impossible. Such is t he case with
the pots in a straieht line. Thus, in the line, 0,R, it is
Impossible to ick any point, 0), that is nearest to (1; for
haw ver short (V may be, it contains as many points as there
are in a line as long as yo I please. Nor is there any use
trying to proceed by dividine the line. FOY if this could be done
in an orderly feshnon, then one would be ap-ealing to an ordered
series of all the nu:lb rs -renter than zero slid less then unity.
But that range of numbers is a non-countable infinite set, for

single it cannot be erraneed in a/ecalaprVPNO4rtws4 Surrose t'e:)7e were
order / some sinele column containing all the infinite decimals. Then.

c•eAssie;pla'Ltie,e-edfan`c-\:111-1-s-n=-6a-e-ed--t-o-ee-cri-ster‘e-e13,--it-filivi--te—de
cone i, er the diagonal. It is always poesible to construct another
infinite deminsl thlt differs from the firstAby the digit in
the first place, from the second by he digit in the second place,
from the nth by the di'it in the nth place. Therefore, the
initial assumption is false. The colunm did not contain all
the infinite decimals. There is, then, no sirrle series that
contains all the infinite decimals and so the infinite decimals
are a non-countable infinite set.

All, how many points are there in a straight
line an inch long? There is no answer. They form a non-
countable infinite set. They do so, because they cannot be
placed in a single order and so cannot be correlated in 'a
one-to-one correspondence :ith the positive integers.
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However, they can be placed in a one-to-one correspondence
with other non-countable infinite sets. Thus, there are as
many points in an inch as in a mile or a liht-year or in as
many lirht-years PS you please. But that does not m. an that
there is some determinate number of points in an inch or in
a mile. Much less does it mean that some smeller number is equal
to a greater number. There just is no numbering, no counting.
And there is no num'erinr,: or counting because there is no
possibility of effecting an order, a system, an arrangement.

&tr.:14..4H 0.41 n%...ti •
4,3	 One mi-ht think that this exclusion of number
and of order blocked the mathematician. In fact, it gI7 s him
a now lease of life. ,:hat is the mptheelatician's continuous
function? In the elementery case it is a one-pone correspondence
between non-countable infinite sets. Moreover, since such a
correspondence can be sot an between on inch and a foot, or an
inch and a M. mile, or an inch and a linht-7ear or any inter-
mediate or still odder pair, since, Noict..1141,50, length is
independent of the number of points, the mathematician can
develop the infiaiteeimal calculus. But he does so, not by
finding some order in the non-countoble infinite set, but by
developing a technique of getting around it. This technique
is named proceeding to the limit.

Thus, consider the continuous function, y = x2.
It is a function if, for every value of x, there is a corresponding
value of z. It is a continuous function, if the values of x

•are a non-countable infinite set, -

Now is x incre-ses,	 must ircreese more rapidly,
for it e_uals the sgrinTe of x. Hence, visually, as one moves
from point to pol-t along x, one must move more rnpicly from
point to point alona.	 Moreover, the further one advances along
x, the Glintor must be one's s rides along	 Still, there are
no points omi ,ted along x and there are no poinGs omitted along

,lhat, then, is the ratio of the increment of
y to the increment of x? Clearly, if x increases by Some slight
amount, ho	 will increase by

- x2	 2xh(x + h)2 h2

Hence the ratio of the corresponding increment of y to the
increment, h, of x will be (2x 4 h).	 The smaller the increment, ho
the nearer is the ratio to 2. In the limit, it is exactly 2x.
Thus, if the limit of the ratio of the increment in to the
increment in x is denoted byt he symbol, dy/dx, then besides
the initial function, y x21 we have also the derivative
function, dy/dx = 2x.

Now whet is this business of proceeding to the
limit? There is said to be a limit, Ps to a non-determined
quantity, Q1 if the difference of Q from P can be made smaller
than any number one cares to rssign. Thus, above, by making
the increment, ho smaller and smaller, one can make the difference
of (2x + h) from 2x as small as e please. Still, this is only
the conceptual formulation of the procedure of taking a limit.
what is the underlying insight? What is the image that the
insight presupposes?
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Clearly enough the image will differ in different
cases. Similarly, the insight will be reached in different
manners. But the peculiarity of the insight is that it grasps,
not that someting is to some pof_-t, but that something is
beside the point. No matter how small h is, there is a non.
countable infinite set of values between 2x and (2x • 	 They
are non-countable because they defy arran-ement, order, system.
They exhibit a non-systematic aspect of continuous variables
and continuous functions. But what one is trying to do in
mathematics, is to roach the syttematic. If that is all one
wants, one can disregard the non-systemptic. It)--lelas.r-i-1)9‘ar-o5:4415
One can leap over the non-countable infinity because it is
without order if one's aim is to grasn just wh9t 'admits order.
Again, theutio of the incr ment of z to the increment of x
is any of a non-countable infinite sot of values. But the limit
of that ratio is uni,ue. It can he determined syet-matically.
It pertains to system.

4.4 /41411. Men one comes to think of it, we have been
doing this sort of thing all along. The principles of displacement
and of specific gravity would not enable to Archimedes to deter-
mine that there was ncthing but pure 42kqteli" gold in the crown;
they would enable him to say merely that t'Icre was extremely
little else. Again, the definition of the circle paid ro
attention to the size, the weight, the strength, the origin,
the materials, the wrpose of the cart-wheel; on the contrary,
it went off to a realm of the non-imsginnble where points have
position without magnitude and lines ix have length v.ithout
thiakness.	 Finally, the transition from arithmetic to ma:00ppe

consist/algebra did not/ft1011:taw in payine. closer attention to the
things one might count by the positive integers; it consisted
in deserting the good, common sense notion of adding and in
developing a new notion that gave a meaning to adding negative
numbers, multiplying, fractions, and doing other things that hove
no prima facie meaning.

It is time, then, for us to reflect on certain
general aspects of the process from image tik4AA through insight
to conceptions, and so we had best begin a new section.
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1k' 	IL4ÆÅL.

5.	 Ths sunnositions and conceptions resulting from
insiht commonly are abstract. They abstract from the
irrelevant, the insignificant, the negligible, the incidental.
They concentrate upon the relevant, the significant, the important,
the essential,

But -dint is the re)event, the sienificant, the
important, the essential? The answer deeencls immediately upon
the insight, or set of insi-hts, grounding the supsosing,
consid ring, thinking, defining, formulating. Moreeult
Ultimately, one will say t'nt the enser derends on which insight,
or sot of insights, is right. Butwe are not yet ready to takkle
ultimste questions. Accordingly, we hsve to acknowledge, for
the present, that the relevant and the irrelevant, the signi-
ficant and the insignificant, the important and the negligible,
the essential and the incidental, vary with one's insights.
What at one time one thinks importsnt, later, in the light of
fuller insight, one will think unimportant. Inversely, what
one used to think insignifidant, now one may think significant;
and what makes the difference is the advert of further .12X
insight.

Still, oven for the present, this relative
pronouncement is not the whole story. For if :e restrict
ourselves to the ineiehts possible in mathematics, physics,
chemistry, biology, sensitive psycholo-y, and such sciences,
then there are elements or components in sensible data and
in images that always are regarded as irrelevant, insignificant,
negligible, incidental. Such elements or components may be named
the empirical residue. They are 'riven as a matter of fact.
But they are always disreen_ded when one concentrates on whatever
one happens to think essential.

On four asrects of this emriricel residue,
something must now be said. They are 1) the individual, 2) the
continuum, 3) place and time, and 4) the actual frequency of
events.

5.1	 Indivsduality sertai,s to the empirical resieue.
For whenever we understand anything, we would

understand an exactly similer instance in exactly the same
fashion. A different understanding roeld presuppose a difference
in the data. It .oald presupnone the possibility of saying
that the previous understanding would do, were it not for this
aspect of the object. But, ex harnothesil there is no aspect
In which the second object differs from the first, and so there
is no possibility of a different understanding. One may learn
something now abcxt when one turns to the second object; but one
au ometically learns it about the first ob ject as well.

Thus, a first motor-car off the assembly line
may be understood in 	 of certain principles of construction
and of operation. A second motor-car, similar in all respects,
cannot but be und rstood in exactly the same fashion.

Nor is the issue changed essentially when one
understands instances that are unieue. In this case there is
no possibility of apnrohonding a second ob:ect and understanding
it in the same manner. But there is the possibility.of appre-
hending the same object a second time; the data in the second
apprehension will be similar to those of the first; Mho because
the data are similar, the understanding has to b e the same,
The fact that the similar data are of the same object does not
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alter the underlying principle that our knoaledne is so constituted
that similar data have to result in similar insinhts with the
consequence that, what is grasped by insight, is independent of
the individuality of the data.

Thus, if the development of all life on this
planet were mmprehended in a sinale evolution, there would be
no remainder of life on the planet to be understood in either the
same or a different fashion. The object would be unique and
unparalleled in our experience. None the less, the understanding
would consist in,graspina principles and laws in the combinations
suitable for masterinn the data enormous rannes of data, while
knowledae of the imstaxca unique instance would consist in
observing the data to be understood.

	•
	 e. oy sayin,
In sely, vhengver n exnlanatio. is grasped

y itself the
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ntations; but
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uch ideas	 forms could'
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Again, whot is -rasped by insight, may be named
an idea or form emergent in sensible presentations or imaginative
representations. But it is one thing to say that grasp of such
an idea or form is knowledse of individuality, and quite another
to say that within our exnerience there is found only one
instance in which the Idea or form can be grasped. If grasp
of the idea or form were knowledo of lasdivi--ivality, then the
individual would be known by understanding and it would not
pertain to the empirical residue. But the more fact that in
some cases the-e is but a single, obsertable instance, in which
the ides or form can be arssped, provides no evidence for the
Intrinsic in6elliaibility of individuality.

In WW1 brief, nothing.; is explained by saying
that it is this instance. Inversely, in so far NM as we grasp
explanations, we know not instances but what may or may not be
found in individual instances. a, Irv., rrni n•+Yi

qp444,...1o1

414; k-i keti44444.414 '

The continuum pertains to the Iempirical residue.
Let us begin with a deJinitior. A variable, al

will be said to be continuous in the range, a xl(b, if the
values of x in tam every pert of the range form non-countable
infinite sets. Next, a function, f(x), will be said to be
continuous in a range if 1) x is continuous in the range and
2) for every distinct value of x there is a corresponding diGti_ot
value of the function. Finally, continuous functions possess
a number of distinctive properties; hence, through the verification
of these distinctive properties, it may be possible to verify
the existence of continuous functions and so conclude to the
existence of continua.

Now a continuum, in this defined and verifiable
sense (which does not supnose a non-countable infinite set of
observations) includes what cannot be counted becau-_e it cannot
be ordered or systematized. By this inclusion of the nofl.
systematic, a continuum clearly pertains to the empirlcal residue.
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5,3 rilactawirsK.L. Place and time pertain to the empirical residue.
Space is a continuum of individual positions.

Time is a continuum of indiviZual instants. No position is
any other. No in,;tant is nny other. And of both there are
non-countable infinite sets. But the inividual and the continuum
both sertain to the empirical residue. So also, then, must
place and time in their basic asnects.

Hence, when different experimenters, performing
the same es, eriment at different places or times, obtain
different results, than no one dreams of explaining the
difference in the results by the difference in	 place or
by the difference in thei time. The appeal always is, not
to the place, but to something in the place, and not to the
time, but to something at the time.

Indeed, if place or time made any difference,
then each place and each time weald have its swn physics,
chemistry, and biology. For if place ere relevant, the laws
xt in one place could not be the la- s in another. If time was
relevant, the laws at one time could not be the laws at another.
Further, since places and times are non-countable sets, there
would be non-cou., able sets of different physics, different
chemistries, different biologies. Finally, none of these
elements of these s ts could be ascertoined. For one cannot
set up a whole Physics, or o w'solo chemistry, Or a w ale biolosy,
with the observations or ex-aerillents nade at a DO nt-instant.

1

OttAM4 However, it is only in their basic aspects
that place and time pertain to the empiricrl r sidue. A place
can be of sinrIllar importance, provis-ed that importance rests
not on a mere "there" but on a som "something there." Such is
the in ortance of the place occupied by a central mass in a
grav_tntional field. Similarly , a time can be of singular
importance, provided its importance rests not a mere "then"
but on z what ha (mod then. Such is the importance of the
initinl moment in certain theories in the expanding universe.

5.4 A-ctiAo. Actual fre,luency pertains to the empirical residue.
The probability of tossing "heads" is 1/2. But

in any series of actual tosses, one does not obtain a regular
alternation of "heads" and "tails." Between the probability and
the actual frequency, there is a divergence. Moreover, this
divergence is random. It cannot be reduced to any law or mitirated
by any reasonable e:ineotation. It is non-systematic. It is
to be mown in each case only by actual observation. It too
pert- ins to on empirical rosidue.

71.1,244	 H.(	 lagukk.

5.5	 'Let us now rocall an initial restriction. The
empirical residue was defined as al airs irrelevant from the
viewpo_nt of insights in mathematics and the natural sciences.

was this restriction imposed? quite clearly, because in
such a science as the theory of 1cnowledre the notion of the
empirical residue attains a systematic significance. For in
a study of knowledge one attends systematically, not only to
what is concentrsted upon in abstraction, but also to whet is
regularly abstracted from. Theory of knowledge is a higher level
science that takes as its materials the whole of the knowledge
in other sciences. 

0
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Indeed, the theoretical account of the empirical
residue is of considerable significance.

It is because insight abstracts from the indivt-
dual that science is of the universal. It is because science
is of the universal, that the obsenintion of similarities is
of such great heuristic importance.

It is because insi!7ht abstracts from the continuum
by proceeding to the limit that the infinitesimal calculus is
such a unique and powerful instrument in the construction of
theories.

It is because insi7ht abstracts from place and
time that /..inciples and la7:s are in(Jependent of place and time
and that the expression of principles and laws anie^invariant
with respect to transformations of certain croups of coordinate
systems.

It is because insirht abstracts from the random
divergence of the actual freg.)ency that (:robability theory has
its place among the instruments of scientific kn,;;ledge.

Generally, correspondin- to e-ch aspect of the
empirical r.sidue, there will be xxso2 a renarkably powerful
technique of intellience in mastering the multiplicity of
sensible data. Unfortunately,  the df_sc very of the techni Lies
has to h e prior to the determination of the complementary aspect
of the emirical residue. For hile
all aspects of the empirical residue are given on the level
of observation, still one can grasp them as pertaining to the
empirical residue only by understandIng the corresponding
technique.

A
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